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� Instructor: Giovanna

› Office: IC 497

› Come by anytime (that I’m not lecturing) 
Monday and Wednesday

� Please ask questions at any point during 
lecture!

� What this course is about

� Some admin details

� Get our feet wet with a first program

� Basics of programming in Python

� Designed for students with no 

programming experience

› But I’ve programmed before, is this still for 

me?

� Maybe!  This may be a new language to you, 
and may still introduce new material (the 
method of presentation, the pair programming 
model, etc. may all be new to you too)

� Not sure?  Come talk to me

� Know most                         instructions

� Be able to take human problems and 

write Python programs that solve them

� Have a sense of what computer 
scientists do

� Have an appreciation for how computer 

science research applies to fields such as 
medical science, astronomy, physics 

and bioinformatics

� Lecture: 3 hrs a week (1 on Mon, 2 on Wed)

� Lab: 2 hrs a week (on Wed, Thurs or Fri)
› If you haven’t already, SIGN UP FOR A TUTORIAL 
SECTION IN ROSI!

› First labs THIS WEEK

� CodeLabs: due every Monday morning
› Mini exercises, more info to come

� Assignments: 3 of ‘em

� Midterm test

� Final exam
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� Remove red-eye from a photo

� Enable secure communication

� Find optimal paths in huge mazes

� Display maps with airline flight paths

� Make a picture taken during the day 

look like it was taken at sunset

� Digital images are made 
up of pixels, which are 
tiny dots

� That’s what 1024 x 768 
resolution means: 1024 
pixels wide and 768 
pixels  high

� Pixel (0, 0) is the upper left

� Pixel (1023, 0) is the upper right

� Pixel (0, 767) is the lower left

� Pixel (1023, 767) is the lower right

� Colours: combinations of red, green and 
blue

� Each component has intensity in range 
0-255

� Red: (255, 0, 0)

� Green: (0, 255, 0)

� Blue: (0, 0, 255)

� White: (255, 255, 255)

� Black: (0, 0, 0)

� Go to the course website!
› www.cs.toronto.edu/~giovanna/cscA08

� Read the course info sheet (on website)

� Get textbook and do this week’s reading 
(ch. 1)

� Check out the computer labs
› BV 4th floor

› While you’re there, try running today’s code for 
yourself (will be on website later today)

� Sign up for tutorial if you haven’t already!


